
Co�o�& Tumbleweeds

Vendor Profile Application

Once your profile is complete you will be notified with instructions to complete the next steps.
Please check your email regularly and make sure cottonandtumbleweeds@gmail.com is in
your contact list to prevent losing your emails as spam.

If you are having issues creating a profile, please contact us.

Vendor Name:

Vendor Email:

Vendor Phone Number:

Street Address:

City: State:

Zip:

Business Name:

Facebook &/or Instagram:

Category of items you sell, if more than one applies, choose the largest category that describes
your merchandise.  (You can choose multiple but at least one is required and please fill in %
blanks where asked.) * Required

◯ Used Home Goods or Furniture _____% of items presented are antique, vintage, retro,
re-purposed, and/or up-cycled or handmade.  If you repaint furniture or hand craft furniture it
also qualifies in this category but also see Art/Furniture category to see if it fits better.
◯ New Home Goods or Furniture ______% of items presented are from market, new,
wholesale or vintage inspired items for the home.
◯Clothing and Accessories 100% of goods presented for sale are clothing and/or
accessories to be worn or used in conjunction with items being worn by men, women, and
children.  _____% of goods are new on trend, vintage inspired.  _____% of goods are Vintage,
retro, re-purposed, upcycled, or hand crafted original works.
◯Jewelry 100% of goods presented for sale is jewelry or made from jewelry.  _____% of goods
are antique, vintage, retro, re-purposed, up-cycled, and /or hand crafted.  _____% of goods are
new from market or wholesale
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◯Art and/ or Furniture 100% of goods are identified as original works and have been mass
produced by hand or machinery by me and not manufactured by a company and bought at
wholesale to resale.  Items must be clearly marked and displayed as original works.
◯Children 100% of goods presented is for children. Items specifically created for children
include but are not limited to clothing, accessories, toys, educational materials that are
hand-crafted, custom and or original works, hand-made, vintage and or vintage inspired.
◯Signs ____% of goods for sale are signs that are original and/or custom works, antique,
vintage, retro, re-purposed, up-cycyled, handmade and/or hand crafted.  ____ % of goods for
sale are signs that are new, market, wholesale, vintage inspired signs.
◯Garden 100% of goods presented are to be used in or around the garden and /or home.
____% of goods consist of seasonal plantings, antique, vintage, repurposed and/or up-cycled
items, including but not limited to seasonal plantings, containers, furniture, decorative items,
architectural salvage pieces.  ____% of goods are new, market, mass produced or vintage
inspired items consisting of seasonal plantings, containers, furniture, decorative items,
architectural pieces.
◯Specialty 100% of goods presented are unique to the vendor and cannot be sold or
displayed by other vendors in the marketplace.  100% of specialty items are to be original
works.  Goods and/or services include but not limited to:crafts, bath & body, candles, bedding,
paper goods, books, or photography.

Category Styles (Choose all that apply) * Required
◯Antique: any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object, clothing, or the like, created or
produced more than 100 years prior to purchase.
◯Vintage: Any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object, clothing or the like, created or
produced more than 20-25 years prior to purchase.

◯True Vintage: goods produced or created that are 50 years of age or more
◯New Vintage: goods produced or created that are 20 years of age or more

◯Retro: any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object, clothing or the like, created or
produced more than 10 years prior to purchase.  These items can look out of style for the
current time period but have potential of making a comeback.
◯Re-Purposed: Using an item or material for a purpose other than what it was originally
created or produced.  An original item or material given a new purpose for use.
◯Up-Cycled: Any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object, clothing or the like created
or produced using ordinary objects to make something extraordinary.
◯Handcrafted or Handmade: Any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object, clothing or
the like, created or produced by hand labor.
◯Original Work: Any item or writing that is a result of independent effort and not created,
received, or copied from or based on other work. Original works can be mass produced by an
individual or manufacturer.
◯Custom Work: Any item or good made to suit in accordance with customer request.
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◯New/Market and or Wholesale: Goods purchased in large or small quantities from a
manufacturer with the intent to sell at a higher price. These items can be Farmhouse, Vintage
inspired, and/or on trend, not unique or original to the vendor selling the items.
◯Vintage or Farmhouse Inspired: Any work of art, piece of furniture, decorative object,
clothing or the like, that is mass produced and resembles or is influenced by vintage or
farmhouse designs.
◯On Trend: Any clothing or accessory item having characteristics which conform to current
fashion, design, current or in high demand.

Website URL:

Facebook and/or Instagram URL:

Etsy URL:

Please List any other markets or store participation you currently have:

Please list the size of the booth you are  interested in for our store.  (Typical booth sizes 10x10,
5x10, 8x10 we do have some smaller or larger and odd sizes)

Date:

Signature:


